Teaching, inspiring and developing Spirit-led leaders to serve Christ more fruitfully
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Building the Kingdom Together

Greetings!
COVID-19 is picking up steam in Myanmar. There are more lockdowns, greater
economic hardship, more students pleading for food and financial support, and greater
uncertainty and fear than at any other time since the beginning of the pandemic.
I cannot return in person for the foreseeable future, since Myanmar is still closed to
most foreigners, but our ministries are still going strong in many different ways.
Thanks to Zoom and other technology, I am able to lecture, preach, conduct
workshops, and offer guidance for students all online, and I'm in daily contact with
various teachers, staff, and students.
Meanwhile, the construction continues for the eight story 90th Anniversary Building
(pictured above), which is so critical for the future development of the growing school

with over 1400 students. The new building will house classrooms, offices, a
Counseling Center, and a Spiritual Formation Center. FHLGM has been invited to
expand our ministries by overseeing the development of the Spirituality Center, once
the building is completed.
Globally, I'm very excited about how my new book What We Can Expect from God
Now is being so well received in many different countries. Almost immediately, when
the first essays were being published separately, individuals from various countries
began volunteering to translate them into their local languages.
Today, we have translated or are in the process of translating the set of individual
essays into eight different languages (Burmese, Kachin, Lai Chin, Mizo Chin, Hindi,
French, Vietnamese, and Khmer) with the goal of distributing the whole collection in
book form as widely as possibly in as many of the countries where these languages are
spoken: Myanmar, Cambodia, Vietnam, India, and several Francophile African
countries.
While much of the world is on pause, waiting to see what's going to happen or trying to
cope with the new challenges and dangers posed by the pandemic, God has multiplied
the opportunities for teaching, inspiring, and encouraging Christian leaders for Faith,
Hope, and Love Global Ministries.
Please help us to take full advantage of these new opportunities. Your support is
needed now more than ever. Several specific projects for which we are looking for
financial sponsorship are listed below.
Thank you for your prayers and partnership in these Kingdom building ministries.
In Christ's service,

Wish List for Sponsorship
Can you help sponsor one of these important ministry projects?
$500- Printing 500 copies of What We Can Expect from God Now in English for
distribution in Myanmar to pastors and seminarians suffering from church lock
downs and other economic challenges due to COVID-19.
$800- Translation into Burmese, printing, and distribution of 500 copies of the
book What We Can Expect from God Now for pastors and seminarians in
Myanmar
$1,430- Translation into Khmer, layout, and printing 200 copies of What We Can
Expect from God Now for distribution in Cambodia
$550-Translation into Vietnamese, and printing 300 copies of What We Can
Expect from God in Vietnamese to distribute among pastors and students in
house churches in Vietnam

$1,235- Translation into Hindi, and printing 500 copies of What We Can Expect
from God Now for distribution in India

Alongside the book projects, there are pressing needs in Yangon for MIT and
some of its students:
$25/student (total budget: $1150)-Care packages (rice, beans, small amount of
cash) to help with the basic needs of 46 MDiv. 3 students, who moved to
Yangon to have access to the MIT library and for better internet/phone
connection to attend online courses than they have in their villages.
$$$ Contributions are needed for Myanmar Institute of Theology to finish the
construction of a new 90th Anniversary building. 30% of $1.5 million budget has
been raised so far. The money goes a long way in Myanmar, but MIT still has a
long way to go to raise even this amount.
$$$ Furnishing and equipping of Spirituality Formation Center in new building
(chapel, books, multi-purpose room, office, staff member)

4th Floor

3rd Floor with Spirituality Center
Donate to the Wish List Now!

*Please include which project you would like to contribute to in the notes option of your online
donation or check.

Purchase your own copy
exclusively on Amazon!
What We Can Expect from God Now: Seven
Spiritual Truths for Troubled Times, is
available only on Amazon.com. To find out
how you can purchase a copy, click on the
button below. This is also where you can go to
rate the book and write a brief review—which

would be a big help to us in promoting the
biblical teachings in this devotional.

Buy Here!

Seminar Videos on YouTube
We are regularly adding new materials to
YouTube so that it is accessible to people
all over the world.
Click the button below to view Tim's
lecture on

Find out more about Faith, Hope, and Love
Global Ministries

Visit our website

Donate Now!

Please consider giving to FHL Global
Ministries this month. Your support
enables us to teach, inspire, and
develop thousands of ministers,
equipping them to serve Christ as
Spirit-led leaders around the world.
Thank you.




